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Purpose of this presentation

1. To summarise the learning habits of 
MBAs and  their relevance to the rest of 
HSG

2. To identify five steps that professors and 
HSG can take to improve learning 
outcomes



Why learn from the MBA?

1. The MBA programme has to deliver in 9 
months of instruction—there is little margin 
for error, little time for faculty and student 
petulance, or relying on HSG’s «reputation».  

2. MBA learning traits are little different from 
other HSG students I have taught.

3. As tuition fees rise, «your» future world is 
going to look more like «my» world today.



Main messages

1. Student learning traits and the foundations 
they bring to their studies have changed 
markedly.

2. Opportunities for new forms of teaching 
have increased.

3. HSG faculty need to learn more about 
both—and the sooner the better.



MBAs: what are they like?



MBAs are increasingly…

1. impatient, want immediate results
2. always “connected”, multi-taskers
3. complicated: work + life + study
4. demanding, high expectations
5. visual people
6. content borrowers: cut and paste



MBA learning traits:

1. find it hard to sustain focus and attention
2. do not like to read, takes too long, too linear
3. are happier “scanning”, non-linear
4. are impatient, cannot sit for long
5. formal learning is too reminiscent of school
6. ultimately, have gaps in key foundational 
skills



In general, MBAs want:

1. to see the relevance of what is being taught
2. engaging, interactive learning environments
3. informality, being able to discuss freely
4. structured content



MBAs are really motivated by:

1. seeing instant results
2. lecturers paying attention to their needs
3. being supported in their learning
4. immediate and useful feedback
5. positive atmosphere: relaxed, good teams



MBAs are demotivated by:

1. too much theory, too little practice
2. having to cover too much material
3. things not being useful at work
4. single delivery format
5. lecturers not answering their questions
6. negative atmosphere: stress, peer pressure



Five initiatives



Deliver more to students

Know

Do
Become

As a result of taking your course, 
what can students “do” now that 
they couldn’t do before? 
Poor answers to this question 
suggest little value added.

Weak courses only 
deliver
non-actionable 
knowledge



Demand more from Students

1. use flipped classroom—class time focuses 
on practice, reflection on practice, and 
overcoming student learning difficulties 
2. critical to ensure that students do the 
preparatory work beforehand
3. in multi-day courses best to start course with 
a closed book exam



Assurance of learning

Watch

Measure

AnalyseRevise

Coach

Repeated 
opportunities to make 
improvements 
following systematic 
observation at the 
course and programme 
level.

Revise teaching 
evaluation forms;
Act on data



Reinforce foundations of…

Numeracy

Maths

Statistics

Excel

Presentation

Pyramid 
Thinking

Q and A

PPT

Literacy Memory

…Critical Thinking



Exam integrity

1. In a digital era, we need to recognise:
• potential for communication between 

students through electronic devices
• potential for online searches during exams
• potential for storing information on 

electronic watches
2. Reduce as much as possible the major 
reputational risk these developments create.



Transition slide with mountain

Q&A
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